
AUTOMORPHISMS OF A CLASS OF
METABELIAN GROUPS. II

BY

S. BACHMUTH AND H. Y. MOCHIZUKI

1. Introduction. This paper finishes the investigations begun in [3] on the

automorphism groups of U=FIF"(F')m. (The notation used is, unless indicated

otherwise, consistent with that employed in [1], [2], and [3].) The purpose of this

paper is to reduce the case of an arbitrary integer m > 1 to the case of the prime

divisors in «i and then to deal directly with the cases where the primes occur

to a power greater than 1. We will briefly describe the organization and main

results.

In §2, we collect all the necessary ring theoretic preliminaries. In particular we

include a discussion and complete classification of units in Zm(F\F') although this

is a little more than we need for the applications. In §3, we show (Corollary 3.3)

that the representation of the IA-automorphism group of FjF"(F')m as a group of

matrices over Zm(F¡F') (see §2 of [3]) is decomposable into a direct product of

representations of the IA-automorphisms of FIF"(F')"i', where pet> is the highest

power of the prime px dividing m. This in part is based upon (Theorem 3.1) the

formulation of a necessary and sufficient condition for a q x q matrix over Zm(FjF')

to represent an IA-automorphism of F¡F"(F')m. (The formulation parallels that

of Theorem 1 of [1].) Thus, all problems considered here can now be reduced to

the various prime power situations. A typical result is as follows: First note that

an automorphism a of U induces in an obvious manner an automorphism of U(k),

where U(k)=FIF"(F')P*'C, for each/>fc dividing m. We now have: an automorphism

a of UIUn is induced by an automorphism of U if and only if, when considered

as an automorphism of U(k)IU(k)n for each k, a is induced by an automorphism

of U(k). This, in effect, because of previous work, completely solves the problem

when «j is squarefree. When m is not squarefree, the problem is reduced to the case

where m is a power of a prime. This is dealt with in §4, where we show the following.

(Refer to [2] for the meaning of N^a).)

Theorem. For U=F¡F"iF')pe, an automorphism a of U¡Un («^4) is induced by

an automorphism of U if and only if trace Nxia) is divisible by p. iRecall that for m

such that Zm contains no nilpotent elements j^O, the situation was trace N1ia) = 0.)

Unlike the case where Zm contains no nontrivial nilpotent elements, we have the

following:
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Theorem. Assume Zm contains nilpotent elements ,¿0. There exists automorphisms

of c7/t74 (U=F¡F"(F')m) which are induced by automorphisms of U, but which cannot

be induced by automorphisms of the free group F (or in fact not even by automorphisms

of F/F").

2. Ring theory and linear algebra. Let R be a commutative ring (all rings

considered will have identities) with minimum condition on ideals. Then R = AX

© ■ ■ ■ © AT where the At are generated by primitive orthogonal idempotents /.

1 =fx-\-h/r. Each At is a local ring with minimum condition on ideals and with

identity/.

Let M=F\F' be a free (multiplicative) abelian group with free generators

sx,...,sq. It is evident that the group ring R(M) = AX(M) © ■■■ ® Ar(M). If

R(M)* and A{(M)* denote the respective groups of units, then R(M)* = AX(M)*

© • • • © Ar(M)* (to abuse notation), i.e., w e R(M)* if and only if u = ux+ ■■■ +ur

where u¡ e At(M)*. Therefore, the problem of determining the units of R(M)

reduces to the situation where R is local. We first state the following proposition,

due to Bass.

Proposition 2.1. Let M be as above and assume R has no nilpotent element /0

and no nontrivial idempotents (we do not assume minimum condition on ideals).

Then R(M) has only the units usxi ■ ■ -sqi where u is a unit ofR and the at are integers.

Furthermore, R(M) inherits the above properties of R.

Proof. H. Bass (Proposition 11.2, [4]) proved the proposition for q=l. The

general case follows easily by induction.

We now assume that R is a commutative local ring with minimum condition on

ideals and with Jacobson radical J, the unique maximal nilpotent ideal of R.

We consider sx,..., sq as algebraically independent elements over R and R/J.

According to the remarks on p. 13 of [5], the radical of R[sx,..., sa] = /?[s¡] is

J[sx,..., sq]=J[Si]; in fact, J[st] is the unique maximal nilpotent ideal of R[st].

The set 5,={n"=i sf*' the af are nonnegative integers} is a multiplicatively closed

set of nonzero divisors in R[s(], Hence, we can form /?[s¡]s, the ring of quotients

with respect to S. We have R[si]s^R[si±1]^R(M). By §6, pp. 14-17, of [6],

*[*]*/•/[*]* S (*[*]//[*])* = (RIJ)[st]s = (RUXM).

If Pe R(M), we denote its image in (R¡J)(M) by F under the natural map

R(M) -> (R¡J)(M).

Assume P is a unit in R(M). Then F is a unit in (RjJ)(M) where (R¡J) has no

nilpotent elements ^0 and has no nontrivial idempotents. By Proposition 2.1,

F=ÜTTsfi where m is a unit in R/J. We may choose w to be a unit in R. Therefore,

P=UTTSi< + Q where Q ej[st]s. On the other hand, any element of this form is a

unit in R[s¡]s.
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In the general case under consideration, we have R=Ai © • • • © Ar where

each ideal Ai is a local ring with minimum condition on ideals. From the above

discussion, it now follows easily that any unit in /?(M) has the unique form

(2.1) P = iui*3fu + ßi) + • • • + iur7Tsri + Qr)

where the upsf" are trivial units in A^M), i.e., w¡ is a unit in A¡, and Qt is nilpotent

in AtiM).

Let R = Rx © R2 be a commutative ring which is the direct sum of ideals i?!

and R2. If M—iatj) is an « x « matrix over R, then ati=aff+a\f, where cffi e Rk.

If Mk = ia\f ), k= 1, 2, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. det A/ = det M^ + det Af2.

Proof, det M=2ffes„ (- 0£<ff>ai<ra) ■ • -¿Wo where 5n is the symmetric group on

n letters and c(cr) = +1 or = — 1 according as a is even or odd.

det m = 2 (- i)e(ff,«1,+<!))• • -(«su+«ey

2

—   2-,   2L,{       '      "loll)        "na(n)
k = l

= det Af!+detM2.

Remark. We note that M is invertible if and only if Mk is invertible over Rk.

3. Reduction to the prime power case. We use the notation of [1], [2], and [3].

Let U=F¡F"iF')m where F is the free group of rank q, and au a2,...,aq are free

generators of U. We have the following faithful representation of AiU; U/U')

into the ring of qxq matrices over Zm[stJ] where Zm=Z¡im) is the ring of integers

mod m and sx,.. .,s„ are commuting indeterminates over Zm (see [3], §2). For a in

AiU; UjU') which is described by

(3.1) a: a( -> a, fl \.a¡> "kY"",       Pm 6 Zm[s?1],
l<k

we have

(3.2) Mia) = I+Nia),

where / is the identity matrix and TV (a) = (</„„) is defined by

(3.3) duv = su[2 (l-sh)PuvH- 2 o-'»y«iJ-

The following theorem tells us when a matrix over Z^s?1] represents an IA-

automorphism of U.

Theorem 3.1. A qxq matrix (Ptl) over Z^st1] represents an IA-automorphism

of U if and only if
(1) det (Ptj) is a unit in Zm[si±1],

(2) Z?-ii\Xl-i,)-(l-*),    1 = 1,2,...,?.
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For the proof see §3 of [1]. The only modification necessary is as follows: In the

proof of Lemma 1, we need to know that if yi(l—sx)+y2(l—s2)+y3(l-s3)=0,

then y3 = Q(i — sx) + R(l-s2) for some elements Q, R in Z^sf1]. Setting (1-Si)

= (1 — s2)=0, we see that y3(\ — s3)=0 where y3 is the image of y3 under the sub-

stitution. But (1 —s3) is not a zero divisor in Zm[s3±1]. Thus y3=0, i.e., y3 is in the

ideal generated by (1 — sx) and (1 -s2).

Remark. It is easy to see that det (Pu) are precisely those units described by

(2.1) which are mapped into 1 under the augmentation map which sends each s(

into 1.

Let m=p\ip22- ■ per' where the/>¡ are distinct primes. Then Zm — Ax © • • • © Ar

where A¡ is an ideal of Zm which is isomorphic to Zpp as rings. Let fx,...,fT be

the respective idempotents. Zm[s(±1] = ^1[si±1] © • • • © A^s?1]. Furthermore,

this direct sum decomposition carries over to the ring of qxq matrices. If (Pu)

is a q xq matrix over Zm[stx], then we have a unique expression

(3.4) (Pid-(.m+- nm,

with (/>*>) a q xq matrix over A^sf1].

Using (3.4), we may now state as an immediate corollary to Theorem 3.1 and

Proposition 2.2:

Corollary 3.2. A qxq matrix (Pa) over Zm[s?l] represents an IA-automorphism

of U if and only if for k = \,2,...,r,

(i) det (P¡f) is a unit in the ring Ak[s?1],

(ii) IU i Plfifk -Uf) = (fk -fkSi), for i = 1, 2,..., q.
(Recall 1 = 2/fc is the decomposition of 1 in Zm into orthogonal primitive idempotents.)

Let us henceforth, when convenient, identify the rings A^s?1] and Zp«»[jtà1].

Corollary 3.2 tells us that (Ptj) represents an IA-automorphism of U if and only

if each (/>#>) represents an IA-automorphism of U(k) = FIF"(F')pik, for fc-1,

2,..., r. We thus have the following important corollary :

Corollary3.3. A(U; U/U')^A(U(l); U(l)IU(l)')x ■ ■ ■ xA(U(r); U(r)¡U(r)'),

(direct product of groups).

Proof. Let a,ße A(U; UjU') be represented by (i>w) and (gy) respectively over

Zmls?1]. Using the notation of equation (3.4) we see that

(PiiKQu) = (^7))(ßS/1))+ • • • HPVXQV)-

This shows that the obvious (1-1) correspondence is an isomorphism.

These preceding corollaries in effect reduce all problems we consider to the case

where m is a prime power. These will be considered in the next section. As a typical

consequence of the preceding corollaries we might mention here the following

extension of Theorem 1 of [3]. We adhere to the above notation.
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Theorem 3.4. Assume U has two free generators and let m be a squarefree integer.

Then any IA-automorphism of U is uniquely expressible as a product of inner auto-

morphisms of Uik)for k= 1, 2,..., r.

At the conclusion of this section, it might perhaps be worthwhile to remark that,

although as shown above, the IA-automorphism group of U=FIF"iF')m is a

direct product of the IA-automorphism groups of Uik) = F/F"(/*")p^ for each

prime power pfr dividing m, it is not true that U itself is a direct product of the

Uik). However, as is clear (either by direct observation or by considering the sub-

group of the IA-automorphisms of U consisting of inner automorphisms), U may

be embedded in a natural and obvious manner in the direct product of the Uik).

4. Induced automorphisms for prime power pe. We assume m =pe, p a prime and

e> 1. Let S denote the ideal ofZm^f1] generated by the CT( = (1— s¡)fori'= 1,2,.. .,q.

The proof of the following has already been discussed (cf. Lemma 2 of [3]).

Proposition 4.1. If a e AiU; U¡Un), then Mia) = I (modS"-1).

We wish to determine the elements a e AiU/Un; £//£/„_!), n^4, which are

induced by a e AiU). a can be described by

(4.1) a : at -+ a{ FJ K ak]pw
Kk

where the Pm are in En~2. We then define Mia) — 1+ Nia) exactly as in (3.2)

and (3.3). Then N\a') will denote the image of Nia') modulo S*"1. (Remark:

For reasons which will soon become apparent, we have here switched notation

from that used in the introduction and in the previous work. N'ia') is what had

heretofore been denoted by N^a').) We now state

Theorem 4.2. a e A(U¡Un; C//t7n_1), n^4, is induced by ae AiU) if and only

if trace Nia')=0 (mod/?Zm[si±1]+£n"1), i.e., p divides trace N'ia).

Before proving Theorem 4.2 we note the following: If we factor the ring

Z^sf1 ]/(/>) by the ideal Sn_1 where S denotes the ideal generated by the a,

=(1 —s,), then the resulting ring is (isomorphic to) Zjjs*1]/^, Sn_1). Furthermore,

we get the same result if Z^sf1]/^"1 is factored by the ideal generated by p;

i.e., factoring successively by the ideal generated by p and a power of the augmenta-

tion ideal is a commutative operation.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. The theorem was proved in [3] for e—\. The condition

in that situation reads tr Ar'(a)=0. We now assume e>\.

(=>) Let V=F\F"iF')p. Suppose a in AiU/Un; UIUn^) is induced by a e AiU)

and is given by (4.1). Let ß' e AiV¡Vn; V¡Vn^) be defined by

ß'-.b^b^Kfm
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where the ¿¡ are the obvious free generators of V\ Vn and Qm is the image of Pm

modulo p. If M (a) denotes the image of M(a) modulo p, then it is clear that

N(a) = M(ß'). ß' is induced by ßeA(V) where ß is that automorphism of V

induced by a in the natural manner. Thus, tr N'(ß')=0 by Theorem 3 of [3]. But,

by the discussion preceding this proof, N'(ß') equals the image of N'(a') modulo/»,

and hence we have tr N'(a) = 0 modulo p.

(<=) The proof is the same as that for Lemma 7, §5, of [2] and Theorem 3, §4,

of [3] with the following modifications.

Using the same notation as in §5 of [2] and §4 of [3], we find that the condition on

tr N'(a') is equivalent to the following system of linear equations over Zm,

(4.2) 2 aiik(tK)- 2 aw(tl"i) = Pe'9t,

where (p, qt) = l- Here, 1 ̂ et ^e, and there is one such equation for each monomial

t in the ot. It is understood that the sum is over all pairs /, k and i, j such that t is

divisible by ak and a¡ respectively. We recall from §5 of [2] that any automorphism

of V corresponding to a sum of solutions of (4.2) is realized as the product of

automorphisms corresponding to the respective solutions. The general solution to

(4.2) is the sum of a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous system and a

solution of the homogeneous system. Using the proof of Lemma 7 of [2], we can

construct an automorphism of U corresponding to any homogeneous solution.

A particular solution of the nonhomogeneous system (4.2) can be obtained as

the sum of particular solutions of the system with all but one equation homo-

geneous. Hence, the proof of the theorem reduces to showing that for any monomial

t of the form specified in (4.2), the solution aiik(tlok)=peiqt for fixed i and k,

i<k, and all other a's equal to zero is induced by an automorphism of U. But

this follows since in fact the mapping

(4.3) a, -> fl,[a„ akf'\       a,-* a»       i*j

is an automorphism a of U. Indeed, we have det M(a)=l +tpetqt, which is of

the form l + Q where Q is a nilpotent element in Zm[si±1]. By equation (2.1),

det M(a) is a unit. This completes the proof.

5. Induced automorphisms for arbitrary m.

m - /rfi ■. f,r,   and   Zm[s?l] = Ax[stl] © • • • © AJtf1].

Let aeA(U; U¡Un). We write I=Ix-\-h/r where Ik is the qxq matrix with

fk down the diagonal and zero elsewhere. Then

(5.1) M(a) = Mx(a) +■■■+ Mr(a)

where

(5.2) Mk(a) s Ik + Nk(a),       Nk{a) a qxq matrix over A^s?1],

(5.3) N(o) = Nx(o)+--+Nr(a).
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Denote by Zfc the ideal (S/ÍJs*1]) of Z^s?1] generated by the /fctr, (i=l,

2,.. .,q). Note that Sn=Sî+ • • • +YÇ, n= 1, and hence

zjtflw = ¿Ast1]!*! © • • • ©AIii"l/s?.

The following proposition (Corollary to Lemma 4.1) is now obvious.

Proposition 5.1. If a e AiU; U/U') corresponds to

(«!,...,«,)6 f] AiUik); Uik)/Uik)')
k = l

idirect product), then the following are equivalent.

(i) aeAiU;U/Un),

(ii) M(a) = /(mod2n-1),

(iii) Mkia) = Ik (mod I?"1), for k=\,...,r,

(iv) ak e A(U(k); U(k)/U(k)n), for k= 1,..., r.

For a' e A(U¡Un; U/Un.1) = A, we define M(a') as in §4. Then N'(a') = N'1(a')

-\— • + N'r(a) where N'k(a') is the image of Nk(a') modulo E£-1.

Theorem 5.2. Let a' e A <-> (a[, ...,a'r)e II A(U(k) /U(k)n; U(k)¡U(k)n.1). Then

the following are equivalent.

(i) tr N'(a'k) is divisible by p when we identify

AM1]   and   Z^lst1}.

(ii) a'k is induced by some ak e A(U(k)),for k=\,..., r.

(iii) a is induced by some a e A(U).

Proof, (i) o (ii) is Theorem 4.2. If a in A(U; U/U') corresponds to (au ..., ar)

in n^(t7(A:); U(k)¡U(k)'), then a' is induced by a if and only if a'k is induced by

ak. This is clear by the commutative diagram

A(U; U\U') s WA(U(k); Uik)\Uik)')

I \
A % UA(U(k)IU(k)n; Uik^Uik)^)

where the vertical maps are the obvious ones. Thus (ii) o (iii) follows.

Corollary 5.3. There are automorphisms of U which are not induced by auto-

morphisms o/<5 = F/F" iand therefore F).

Proof. The automorphism of U described by (4.3) is such an example. In fact,

any aeAiU; U/U') such that det M(a)=FU?' + ß. 0^0 nilpotent, cannot be

induced by an automorphism of <5.
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